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Abstract: Artificial Intelligence has the tremendous potential to produce progress
and innovation in society. Designing AI for people has been expressed as essential for
societal well-being and the common good. However, human-centered is often used
generically without any commitment to a philosophy or overarching approach. This
paper outlines different philosophical perspectives and several Human-centered
Design approaches and discusses their contribution to the development of Artificial
Intelligence. The paper argues that humanistic design research should play a vital role
in the pan-disciplinary collaboration with technologists and policymakers to mitigate
the impact of AI. Ultimately, Human-centered Artificial Intelligence incorporates
involving people and designing Artificial Intelligence systems for people through a
genuine human-centered philosophy and approach.
Keywords: human-centered; artificial intelligence; design research; ethics

1. Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has the potential to transform industries and societies. This
transformative potential requires to consider implications for people such as ethics and
well-being. For this reason, the European Commission (EC), Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Stanford University, and others committed to the design, development, and
application of AI for the good of people (Jobin, Ienca, & Vayena, 2019; Xu, 2019). For
example, a high-level Expert Group of the EC presented ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI
(EC, 2019). The Massachusetts Institute of Technology announced a US$1 billion commitment
to AI to address the global opportunities and the need for ethical application (“MIT reshapes
itself to shape the future,” 2018). Similarly, Stanford University established an Institute for
Human-centered AI. This commitment illustrates both the potential as well as the need for
designing AI systems human-centered, including the ethically and trustworthy development
of AI. The EC Expert Group stated that AI is not an end in itself, but rather a promising means
of enhancing individual and societal well-being and bringing progress and innovation (EC,
This work is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
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2019). These commitments indicate that human-centered approaches have a pivotal role in
the development and use of AI technology for the well-being of people. However, Bannon
(2011) pointed out that researchers often use the term human-centered in a generic way to
encompass a range of distinct research themes without any commitment to a philosophy and
overarching conceptual framework.
This article discusses two different philosophical perspectives in AI, the rationalistic and
design perspective (Winograd, 1996). This discussion is followed by examining these
different perspectives and their implications in guiding the development and application of
human-centered AI. The article elaborates in more detail the humanistic design perspective
and discusses several Human-centered Design (HCD) approaches and their role in the
development of AI. HCD research is the overarching term encompassing various research
approaches that center people in the design process. The article focuses on the humanistic
design perspective because of the over-valuing of the rationalistic approach that grew up
around the advances in pure science and technology of the mid 20th century (Winograd,
1996). The article concludes that a comprehensive or pan-disciplinary design approach is
needed to design, develop, and advance human-centered AI.

2. Background
Artificial Intelligence systems and technologies such as machine learning, natural language
processing, expert systems, and robotics have evolved over the last 80 years since Alan
Turing (1950) proposed the Turing-Test (Crevier, 1993; Grudin, 2009). In this evolution, two
distinct philosophical perspectives have emerged in how humans and computers should
interact (Grudin, 2009; Lieberman, 2009; Winograd, 2006). These are the “rationalistic”
and “design” perspectives (Winograd, 1996). The discourse about these two philosophical
perspectives or cultures of science and humanities is ongoing over decades beyond the
development of AI (Snow, 1993). This philosophical divide between the two perspectives was
present in the early developments of AI, represented by John McCarthy (“rationalistic”) and
Douglas Engelbart (“design”) (Markoff, 2005; Winograd, 2006).
From the rationalistic perspective, the term AI encompasses the theory and development
of computer systems that mimic human abilities and perform tasks that require human
intelligence. AI research focuses on mathematical and technological advancement. People
are seen as “cognitive machines” (Winograd, 2006; Winograd & Flores, 1986). The role of
this perspective in the research of AI is the advancement of the understanding of statistical
language, neural networks, and machine learning that form the adaptive mechanisms of AI
(Winograd, 1996).
The design perspective views AI as a problem-solving tool to advance people’s capabilities
and improve human conditions. The design perspective focuses on the interaction or
involvement of the human with the computer (Winograd, 1996; Winograd & Flores, 1986).
This perspective sees human thought and human physical embodiment as inseparable
(Dreyfus, 1992; McKim, 1972). The benefit of the design perspective is that it allows coping
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with the real-world complexity and messiness of the human situation (e.g., Rittel & Webber,
1973). The design perspective has its strength in the interactions of people with the AI
system. Figure 1 shows the two perspectives in relation to two main areas of design research.

Figure 1

Illustrates the spectrum of the rationalistic view and design perspectives. The rationalistic
perspective focuses on thought and people as a formal symbolic representation and
focuses on process and product knowledge. The design perspective focuses on knowledge
creation about the interactions between people and the enveloping environment,
including technologies when designing and using artifacts.

2.1 Philosophical perspectives in guiding the principled development of AI
The rationalists and humanistic designers are approaching the question of ethics and
the human impact of AI differently. The rationalistic perspective focuses on developing
aggregated or normative models and principles. The design perspective focuses on examining
the messiness of the human situation through “enlightened trial and error” (Winograd,
1996).
Based on the rationalistic perspective, government, non-profit, industry, and research
organizations have outlined general principles and guidelines of ethical AI (e.g., Jobin et
al., 2019). These guidelines provide advice on the development (process) and application
(product) of trustworthy AI. The EC Expert group expressed guidelines such as lawful, ethical,
and robust (EC, 2019). Firstly, lawful includes that all AI applications need to respect laws
and regulations. Secondly, trustworthy AI applications need to fulfill ethical principles. Lastly,
AI applications require to be robust. Robustness requires the safe, secure, and reliable
performance of the AI, and safeguards should be foreseen to prevent any unintended
adverse impacts (EC, 2019).
However, such general guidelines do not represent real-world complexity. Firstly, laws and
policies often evolve slower than technological development. As stated in the EC (2019)
report, laws are not always up to speed with technological developments, be out of date
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with ethical norms, or not well-suited addressing context-specific issues. Secondly, ethical
principles and moral choices are not universal as surveyed and identified in the Moral
Machine study (Awad et al., 2018). Different cultures have different ethical perspectives.
General principles and guidelines may not provide the answer in guiding ethical questions
in context-specific cases such as autonomous driving. Lastly, robustness does not represent
real-world complexity as the social impact of AI is hard to predict or foresee. Katz (2017)
expressed that the human species has been excellent in anticipating the consequences of
failure, but not so good at preparing for the consequences of success. Similarly, Muehlhauser
& Helm (2012) expressed the potential of unintended consequences in AI. As laws may not
be up-to-date, universal principles cannot answer context-specific ethical questions, and
robustness does not prevent unintended consequences, the humanistic design perspective
may provide a more suitable approach to examine the societal impact of AI.
In contrast to the rationalistic perspective, the design perspective utilizes interventions
through methods such as prototyping to examine the emerging ethical dilemmas in
the interactions between people and AI systems. Methodologies such as Wizard of Oz
prototyping are ideal for examining experiences of machine learning (Browne, 2019).
Such prototyping methodologies allow examining human needs, behavior, interactions,
experience, and cognition in situ (e.g., Martelaro & Ju, 2017a; Norman & Draper, 1986).
Examining the emerging interaction, behavior, and needs allows assessing the impact
on people. However, experiments require designers and design researchers to decide
which ethics perspective is included and how each perspective is assessed and integrated.
These decisions pose ethical dilemmas with consequences for AI behavior and its societal
implication (Baum, 2020). The implication of these choices indicates that design researchers
need to consider various aspects of human implication in the design experiment beyond
merely paying close attention to human and social factors (Bannon, 2011). As a remedy,
different HCD approaches provide specific viewpoints in researching human concerns in AI.

3. Human-centered Design Research in Artificial Intelligence
HCD is the design approach that centers people and their needs, motivations, emotions,
behavior, and perspective in the development of a design. However, involving people in
the design does not necessarily mean that they are “centered.” Language often reveals
how people are viewed in different approaches. In engineering, people are often perceived
as “human factors,” an influencing factor in the performance of the technology. In
management, people are often considered as “human resources” or “human capital.” HCD
requires viewing humans as people. People with different prior experiences, needs, desires,
ambitions, interests, irrational decision making, and lifestyles embedded within specific
cultural contexts. HCD is a shift of viewing humans not as a part of the system but central in
every aspect of the design.
Several scholars developed design approaches that center human values in the design (e.g.,
Arnold, 1959; Dreyfuss, 1955; McKim, 1959; Papanek, 1973, 1983). Each of the different
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HCD approaches provides a valuable perspective when designing for people. The outlined
approaches were selected to provide different perspectives such as societal, diversity,
interaction, and human needs in the design of computer systems such as AI. Each HCD
approach provides an opportunity to research and examine the impact of AI on people from
a specific lens. The next sections discuss in detail the implication and value of several HCD
approaches in researching the implications for people of AI systems.

3.1 Human-centered Systems and Artificial Intelligence research
The first HCD approach is Human-centered Systems. This HCD approach allows investigating
the changes in large-scale social structures resulting from the design, implementation, and
use of computer systems such as AI (Sawyer, 2005). This human-centered perspective views
technology as interdependent of political, ideological, and cultural assumptions of a society
that give rise to it (Cooley, 1980; Kling, 1977; Kling & Scacchi, 1980, 1982; Kling & Star, 1998).
Figure 2 illustrates this interrelation.

Figure 2

Illustrates the relationship between society, including political, cultural, and ideological
assumptions and AI technology. Examining technology within the social context allows
identifying socio-economical processes that gave rise to the AI systems as well as the
influences on society by AI systems.

This HCD research approach allows examining the impact of AI systems on social organization
(e.g., Lisetti, Brown, Alvarez, & Marpaung, 2004; Serenko, Ruhi, & Cocosila, 2007). For
example, Pee, Pan, & Cui (2019) investigated the collaborative knowledge work of the AI
robotic system and people in the workplace of a hospital. They identified distinct forms
of knowledge embodiment, as well as the effects of embodiment on social connections
between people and AI robotic systems. Such studies allow identifying effects produced by
the design and use of the AI system such as multiple and sometimes paradoxical effects,
benefit of some groups more than others, moral and ethical consequences, and reciprocal
relationships with the broader social context (Sawyer, 2005). Another critical aspect of
Human-centered Systems is the designers’ ideologies and cultural context in the design of
the work system. Cooley (1980) expressed that ideologies such as Taylor’s (1907) scientific
management will determine how people are treated within the designed system. The next
HCD approach addresses this concern.

3.2 Social Design and Artificial Intelligence research
Social Design addresses the designers’ ideological issue, as expressed by Cooley (1980). It is
an HCD design approach that focuses on the designer’s role in society. This approach includes
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the designer’s responsibilities in the design choices made that impact society, as emphasized
by Papanek (1973). The designer is the translator of societal needs into an AI systems
design, as illustrated in Figure 3. Examining the socio-economical system as well as the role
and intent of designers allows identifying underlying values and motivation of specific AI
solutions..

Figure 3

Illustrates the intent and role of designers in the translation of societal needs to an
AI system. Examining the socio-economical system as well as the role and intent of
designers allows identifying underlying values and motivation of specific AI solutions.

Researching AI through this HCD approach allows investigating the intention, decision
making, and responsibilities of designers in the development and implementation of the
AI system. This investigation includes the socio-economical processes underpin designers’
choices. For example, Facebook’s business model of targeted advertisement drives the
design and implementation of the AI that generates user engagement by filtering content,
which impacted democratic elections (Eisenstat, 2019). Such AI systems employed on
social media platforms have ethical consequences that need to be considered and resolved
(Kane, 2019). Examining if the AI system and business models aim to replace or enhance
people provide insights about the values and role of the designer in society (Norman, 2017).
Examining the socio-economic and political processes in which the designer is embedded,
as well as the intention choices made, can make underlying motivation and values explicit.
Designers need to recognize their role, ideology, and socio-economical processes in which
they are embedded for the design of AI systems beneficial for society. An HCD approach that
can overcome the isolated viewpoint of the designer is Participatory Design.

3.3 Participatory Design and Artificial Intelligence research
Participatory Design focuses on the democratization of participation in systems design
(Bodker, 1996; Ehn & Kyng, 1987). This HCD approach engages in questions of human impact
such as democracy, power, and control (Ehn, 2017). It enables co-creating with different
stakeholders (e.g., users, employees, and customers), as illustrated in Figure 4
Illustrates
the participatory design approach in which the user and other stakeholders are involved in
the design process. People co-create the design solution..
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Figure 4

Illustrates the participatory design approach in which the user and other stakeholders are
involved in the design process. People co-create the design solution.

Participatory Design is essential in the design of AI systems (Neuhauser et al., 2013). This
HCD research approach contributes by informing AI developers and cyberneticians about
subtle distinctions among sub-groups in society who could benefit from better functional
access to computing systems and their adoption (Neuhauser & Kreps, 2011). Participatory
Design can help create ideas for the AI System through diverse methods. However, it only
represents the design space for the period of the project, and users need to have a basic
understanding of what AI can do and not do (Bratteteig & Verne, 2018). Participatory Design
is often limited in real-life participation as participants are often only involved while the
project is running, power issues are not addressed as management makes final decisions,
and participation is resource-intensive and often never compensated (Bodker, 1996).
Participatory Design addresses the perspectives of people involved in the project. Another
HCD approach that takes a similar view is Inclusive Design.

3.4 Inclusive Design and Artificial Intelligence research
Inclusive Design is an approach that includes and considers the needs and behavior of
diverse groups in the design to make mainstream products, services, and systems accessible,
usable, and useful for as many people as possible (e.g., Waller, Bradley, Hosking, & Clarkson,
2015). Figure 5 illustrates the inclusion of diverse groups in the design of AI systems.

Figure 5

Illustrates the interrelation of including and considering diverse groups in the design and
development of AI systems.

This HCD research approach examines the usability, accessibility, and usefulness for specific
groups of people in the AI design. Inclusive computer system designs enable accessibility and
usability and have a positive impact on ethical issues (Abascal & Nicolle, 2005). An important
aspect is the categorization of individual differences such as physiological, psychological, and
sociological aspects to accommodate differences in the design (Benyon, Crerer, & Wilkinson,
2000). The choices of whom to include has ethical implications in AI systems. For example,
excluding specific groups of people when training AI systems result in race and gender bias
(Garcia, 2016; Leavy, 2018). Developing diverse design teams can prevent machine biases
in the design of AI systems. Building AI systems that overcome biases is not only a matter of
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having more diverse, and diversity-minded design teams as AI systems themselves can help
identify gender and racial biases (Daugherty, Wilson, & Chowdhury, 2019). HCD experiments
that include and consider diverse groups enable identifying and making biases explicit early
in the design process. Such experiments can include interactions between people and AI
systems.

3.5 Interaction Design and Artificial Intelligence research
Interaction design was first proposed by Bill Moggridge and Bill Verplank (Moggridge, 2007).
It focuses on understanding and designing human-machine interactions by examining
people’s behavior, actions, and cognitive processes within the interactions (Norman, 1986,
2013; Norman & Draper, 1986). Figure 6 visualizes the human-AI system interaction.

Figure 6

Ilustrates the human-design interaction in which AI system designs are altered to create
a more useful, usable, and meaningful interaction and experience for people.

This HCD research allows examining human-AI systems interactions through prototyping
(Browne, 2019; Houde & Hill, 1997). In particular, a reverse Turing Test like prototype
termed Wizard of Oz is a common research tool in Human-AI interaction research. Such
prototyping was used in AI interaction research such as autonomous driving interactions
(e.g., Fu et al., 2019; Rothenbücher, Li, Sirkin, Mok, & Ju, 2015) or human-robot interaction
(e.g., Martelaro, Nneji, Ju, & Hinds, 2016; Shibata, Tashima, & Tanie, 1999). Human behavior,
activities, and emotions are directly observed in the interaction with the AI system. These
observations allow examining the immediate influence of an AI system on people. Similarly,
Xu (2019) argues that HCI researchers can contribute to ethical AI design and technological
enhancement. This HCD approach enables identifying potentially harmful interactions and
creating valuable experiences for people. It can nudge people into an economically healthier
behavior, as outlined by Thaler & Sunstein (2009). The same approach is utilized to persuade
people into intended behavior through technology such as AI.

3.6 Persuasive Technology and Artificial Intelligence research
Persuasive Technology is the approach that attempts to intentionally change human
attitudes, behavior, or both through technology (Fogg, 2003). Figure 7 illustrates the
underlying persuasive ability within human-computer interactions.

Figure 7

Illustrates the relationship between the persuasive ability of technology to change
human behavior and attitudes within the interactions of technology.
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This HCD research approach has two directions in the development of AI systems. Companies
utilize the persuasive ability of AI systems to “hook” users to make highly profitable products
(Eyal & Hoover, 2014). The other is that this HCD research provides increased knowledge
about persuasive computers allowing people to adopt such technologies to enhance their
own lives and recognize when technologies are using tactics to persuade them (Fogg,
1998). Researchers investigated AI systems such as robotic agents and ambient intelligence
for the persuasive ability (e.g., Midden & Ham, 2008; Verbeek, 2009). Berdichevsky &
Neuenschwander (1999) outlined a framework to consider and minimize ethical abuse
of persuasive technologies. However, to be able to identify actual motivational strategies
employed in AI technology, studying how the strategies work is required (Orji & Moffatt,
2016). Researching AI systems through this HCD research approach incorporates the
examination of the AI system design and people’s behavioral changes within everyday life.

3.7 Human-Centered Computing and Artificial Intelligence research
A move away from human-machine interactions to the design of “interspaces,” as described
by Winograd (1997), is Human-Centered Computing. Interspaces incorporate people’s
lifestyles and the system design as present in everyday life of people (Hallnäs & Redström,
2002). In this approach, intelligence is viewed as an attribute of the combination of humanmachine-context (Ford, Hayes, Glymour, & Allen, 2015; Hoffman, Hayes, & Ford, 2001).
Figure 8 illustrates this combination.

Figure 8

Illustrates the interrelation of human-computer-context. Artificial intelligence exists only
within this relationship and not only in the computer or the interactions.

This HCD research approach requires integrating diverse views including computer science,
psychology, and design to understand the context and situated cognition and action of
people using AI systems (Brezillon, 2003; Ford et al., 2015; Hoffman, Roesler, & Moon, 2004;
Jaimes, Sebe, & Gatica-Perez, 2006). This approach produces better social outcomes than
traditional conceptions of AI as it complements rather than substitutes human intelligence
in systems (Hoffman, Hayes, Ford, & Bradshaw, 2012). Research through a Human-centered
Computing lens contributes by understanding the influences of an AI system in people’s
everyday life, including their replacement and constraint of their capabilities and freedoms.

3.8 Need-Design Response and Artificial Intelligence research
The final HCD approach is the Need-Design Response, which is based on the work of
McKim (1959, 1980). McKim (1959) expressed that every design is a response to a human
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need, which is often caused by the natural and cultural environment or context. From this
perspective, every meaningful AI system design needs to fulfill a need within a specific
context. This relationship between needs and an AI system in context is illustrated in Figure
9.

Figure 9

Illustrates the “human need design”-relationship. Examining this relationship allows
understanding the underlying need the AI system addresses.

This HCD research approach allows finding needs and responding through a meaningful
design (Faste, 1987; McKim, 1959). The approach allows identifying the underlying drivers
of people’s motivation as described by Maslow (1987) in the use of designed systems such
as AI. Martelaro & Ju (2017a, 2017b) used a Wizard of Oz prototype to find needs when
interacting with the AI system in real-world contexts. The need-design relationship reveals
moral implications in AI. This relationship is assessed as follows: Is the “AI solution,” which
fulfills the “human need” in the “context” potentially helpful or harmful? For example,
should a financial AI system fulfill the need for entertainment by providing a game-based
bank account? Such an AI system can easily persuade unhealthy economic behavior. In
particular, addressing emotional needs can be highly profitable and requires high morality,
as not all human needs are good needs (McKim, 1959). This HCD research approach enables
making underlying needs explicit that the AI system design addresses. This approach
becomes of particular relevance when AI systems are able to model socio-cultural specific
expectations and behavior of people to predict human needs (Riedl, 2019).

4. HCD research for human-centered Artificial Intelligence
Each of the outlined HCD research approaches provides a specific perspective and
contribution to the examination of ethical AI, as outlined in Table 1.
Human-centered Systems and Social Design provide a societal level of analysis. The first
examines the changes in the social organization resulting from the AI implementation and
use. Social Design examines the processes that give rise to AI systems, including the role of
the designer. Both approaches provide an understanding of the political, socio-economical,
and ideological dynamics in the design, development, and use of specific AI systems. Moral
considerations include changes in social organization that disadvantage people and business
models that drive the use of AI out of self-interest. Making these concerns and implications
explicit and transparent is one aspect of Human-centered AI.
Participatory Design and Inclusive Design are approaches that address some of the concerns
identified in Human-centered Systems and Social Design. The participation of stakeholders
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in the design and implementation of the AI system can provide essential perspectives in
the re-design of the social organization such as work systems. By including many diverse
groups throughout the design and development process allows designing the AI system to be
accessible and meaningful for many diverse groups. This approach can overcome the onesided view or interests of the designer or corporate. However, to examine and understand
the direct or unanticipated impact of the AI system requires investigating the human-AI
system interactions.
Table 1

Human-centered Design practices.

Approach
Humancentered
System (HCS)

HCD research in AI
Implementation and use of
AI systems and the impact
on social systems such as
organizations
Social Design
Socio-economical systems
(SD)
and designers’ ideologies
and responsibilities that
give rise to specific AI
systems
Participatory
The democratization of the
Design (PD)
design and development
of AI systems by including
different user groups
Inclusive Design Inclusion of typically
(ID)
excluded communities to
explore alternatives in the
design of AI systems

Ethical contribution
Examination of moral and
ethical consequences for all
participants of the AI system
design
Identification of socioeconomical dynamics and
ideologies that drive the
design of unethical AI systems

Authors
(Cooley, 1980; Kling,
1973; Kling & Star,
1998)

Discovery of different
ethical perspectives in the
participant groups in the
design of the AI system
Identification of, e.g.,
machine biases that
disadvantages or
discriminates a specific group
of people
Interaction
Interface and interaction
Examination of usability,
Design (IxD)
design to provide a useful
accessibility of the AI system
and usable AI system
and potentially harmful
people’s behavior and
experience in the interaction
with the AI system
Persuasive
AI systems that persuade
Identification of ethical
Technology (PT) people towards an intended questionable behavioral
behavior
triggers of the AI system

(Bodker, 1996;
Ehn & Kyng, 1987;
Neuhauser & Kreps,
2011)
(Abascal & Nicolle,
2005; Benyon et
al., 2000; Spencer,
Poggi, & Gheerawo,
2018)
(Norman, 2013;
Norman & Draper,
1986; Winograd,
1996, 2006; Xu,
2019)

Humancentered
Computing
(HCC)

Adaptation and
organization of everyday
life around AI systems
that produces a capability
between human and
computer system

Examination of interspaces
enabled by the AI system
that replaces or constrains
people’s capability and
lifestyle
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(Margolin &
Margolin, 2002;
Papanek, 1973)

(Berdichevsky &
Neuenschwander,
1999; Fogg, 1998,
2003)
(Brezillon, 2003;
Ford et al., 2015;
Hoffman et al.,
2004; Jaimes et al.,
2006)
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Need-Design
Response
(NDR)

Design and development
of AI systems for physical,
intellectual and emotional
needs of people

Identification of unethical
AI systems design based on
needs such as addiction

(Faste, 1987;
Gilmore et al., 1999;
McKim, 1959, 1980)

Interaction Design, Persuasive Technologies, and Human-centered Computing enable the
examination of the interaction and behavior of people with the AI system. Examining and
iteratively developing the human-AI system interactions allows identifying potential harm
and enables creating safe and secure experiences and solutions for people. For example, in
the communication between pedestrians and autonomous vehicles, purposefully designed
signals can improve the interactions (e.g., Moore, Currano, Strack, & Sirkin, 2019). The
Persuasive Technologies perspective allows examining the motivational strategies that are
embedded in the system by identifying the resulting attitude and behavior of people when
using and interacting with the AI system. By incorporating the Human-centered Computing
philosophy in the design of AI systems, the focus of the design challenges moves away from
purely technical problems to the enhancement and support of human capabilities through
the AI system.
The Need-Design Response approach by McKim (1959, 1980) that has been popularized by
the term Design Thinking allows identifying human needs in the early phases of the design
project through practices such as need-finding. Understanding and having a sensitivity for
which human needs the design of the AI system addresses, can overcome ethical implications
at the beginning. Need-finding and rapid prototyping techniques allow the identification of,
e.g., the potential addiction resulting from meeting unhealthy people’s needs through the AI
system. For example, AI designs that utilize the need for social acceptance in an unhealthy
way to generate constant user engagement can lead to addictive behavior on social media
platforms. This HCD research approach allows identifying the relationship between needs
and AI designs.
Each of the HCD approaches allows examining specific societal and human implications of
an AI system design. The ability to examine these implications allows HCD research to play a
vital role in the design and development of AI systems.

5. The role of HCD research for Human-centered AI
The challenge of building AI systems and technologies that are ethical and beneficial for
society is two challenges in one, the technical (rationalistic) and beneficial technology
(design) challenge (Baum, 2017). Interestingly, scholars identified that there is little discourse
between the fields of user experience (design) and machine learning (rationalistic) (Yang,
Banovic, & Zimmerman, 2018). However, as illustrated in Figures 2 to 9, each HCD approach
requires the technical side in the design, development, and use of AI systems. For the
resolution of this disparity, several scholars have proposed a comprehensive design approach
that incorporates psychology, art, business management, and science to bridge the gap
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between humanism and science (Arnold, 1959; McKim, 1959, 1980; Winograd, 2006).
There is a great opportunity for the fields of AI and HCD to collaborate to make progress on
growing concerns around fairness, accountability, and transparency of AI systems (Abdul,
Vermeulen, Wang, Lim, & Kankanhalli, 2018; Loi, Wolf, Blomberg, Arar, & Brereton, 2019).
This pan-disciplinary approach requires to bring the strength of the rationalistic approach
for developing new AI technologies and techniques and the advantage of the humanistic
design for developing useful, meaningful, and ethical AI systems together. The role of HCD
research is to examine the human impact of AI systems through various HCD approaches by
collaborating with and informing AI technologists. Figure 10 illustrates the pan-disciplinary
approach in comparison to only a rationalistic (technology) and only a design (humanistic)
approach.

Figure 10

Exemplifies three different approaches to designing and developing AI systems. A –
Develops new technological solutions, translated into a product, and pushed to people.
B – Utilizes existing technologies, and re-design them for specific human-needs. C –
Exemplifies the pan-disciplinary collaboration of rationalistic and humanistic approaches.

This comprehensive and pan-disciplinary collaboration design can play the role of mitigating
the AI impact on society through collaborating with policymakers and decision-makers.
New AI technologies and techniques can be prototyped and experimented through specific
designs in a specific context. The pan-disciplinary experiments allow informing decisionmakers such as investors and policymakers of the potential human impact of designed AI
systems at different stages of the design. This pan-disciplinary collaboration is required to
design and develop human-centered AI systems as well as inform and develop policies and
guidelines. Figure 11 illustrates this comprehensive design approach.
In this comprehensive approach, the role of Design Research is to examine the potential
societal impact of AI technology and systems through “enlightened trial and error.” Design
Research can help to overcome the problem of the out-of-date law, allows examining ethical
questions in context-specific cases and can help in identifying unintended consequences
by learning faster the impacts on people. To be able to contribute to human-centered AI
in this pan-disciplinary collaboration, design researchers are required to develop design
experiments and prototypes that can examine various implications of AI systems on the wellbeing of individuals and society.
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Figure 11

Illustrates a comprehensive design approach that incorporates rationalistic AI technology
development, humanistic AI design, and legal guidelines for new emergent technologies
based on the examination of human impact through HCD research.

6. Conclusion and outlook
This article provided an overview of different Human-centered Design approaches and their
contribution to the development of Human-centered AI. The discussed HCD approaches
illustrate that human-centered AI has essential to do with people, including the designer,
user, and other stakeholders and their ideologies, practices, activities, interactions, and
needs. Pan-disciplinary research that combines fields such as psychology, cognitive science,
computer science, engineering, business management, law, and design is required to develop
a genuinely human-centered AI approach.
Educators need to develop pan-disciplinary programs that enable students to understand
both the humanistic and rationalistic perspective and are able to collaborate by
understanding the technological, societal, and political and policy perspectives and
challenges incorporated in the design, development, and use of AI. This educational
approach has the promise of designing AI systems and technology that create delightful
experiences for people in their everyday life by developing empathetic and creative designers
and technologists that combine these viewpoints.
Pan-disciplinary research holds the opportunity to examine the impact of AI on society as
well as spark new meaningful innovation for people. For design researchers, an essential
task is the development of fruitful experiments for each societal concern in the design,
development, and use of AI systems and technology.
Vitruvius Pollio (1914), in approximately 20-30 BC, believed that an architect should focus
on three central themes when preparing a design for a building: firmitas (strength), utilitas
(functionality), and venustas (beauty). Today, Human-centered AI needs to focus on three
integrated perspectives when designing AI systems: rationalistic (technology), humanistic
(people), and judicial (policies).
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